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Cover Coin 

A gold solidus of the Roman Emperor in the West Majorian (A.D. 457-461) who was 
deposed after a failed attack on the Vandals in North Africa. This coin is offered for 

sale as number 275. 



EDITORIAL 

This, the fourth issue of the ‘new look’ NFA Journal, contains an offering of one 

hundred Greek and Roman coins selected from our current inventory. Of special im- 

portance is a group of Italian and Sicilian Greek bronze coins, including many scarce 

and rare items, of unusually high average quality. These are part of a collection put 

together over a period of many years by a discerning numismatist, and many of the 

pieces were acquired in Europe in the 1960s. Future issues of the Journal will contain 

further offerings from this attractive group. 

Our next major undertaking will be the cataloguing of material for the upcoming 

Auction XVI, to be held in New York City on December 2nd. We are currently accept- 

ing consignments for this important sale, and anyone wishing to enter coins should 

contact Steve Rubinger or myself at the earliest possible opportunity. 

We are always on the lookout for interesting articles and notes to publish in the 

Journal. If your collection contains an unpublished type or variety why not write to 

us about it and get your name into print. A photograph or an accurate sketch would 

add to the value of your contribution. If you are more ambitious full length articles 

on purely numismatic subjects, or combining the significance of coins within their 

historical background, would be most welcome. In this way we can all help to stimu- 

late interest in our hobby, and perhaps to attract some new converts to ancients from 

the ranks of modern coin collectors. 

May we take this opportunity to wish you a happy vacation season, and may you 

enjoy plenty of California sunshine wherever you go. 

DRS 



THE MOST ANCIENT FORMS 
OF WRITING 

By Richard Plant 

One of the most interesting studies, very closely connected with numismatics, 

is that of forms of writing. But except for Chinese and certain exceptions mentioned in 

this article all forms of writing found on coins are developments of one source - the 

Semitic alphabet. They may look altogether different, but Javanese, Mongolian and the 

rest, and our own European, all have the same parent. 

The secret of the success of the Semitic was that it was an alphabet, whereas 

older scripts were syllabaries. Certain scripts are written as syllables rather than as 

individual letters; but this is not what I am talking about. Thus, in the common Indian 

script known as Nagari one would write Nepal as three letters (aksharas) NE PA L; 

but though written in syllables the basic consonant shapes are the same - the WN part 

is recognisable whether in NA, NE, NI, NO or NU. It follows that any syllabary must 

have several times as many basic letter shapes as an alphabet, and be far harder to learn. 

The invention of the Semitic alphabet meant the death of the older scripts in the same 

sort of way that the invention of the internal combustion engine meant the end of the 

use of the horse as an important means of transport. 

By numismatic times the Semitic alphabet was already pretty ancient - and had 

divided into two distinct branches, the North Semitic (Phoenician, Old Hebrew and 

Aramaic); and the South Semitic (Sabaean); and both branches already had their own 

offspring. Greek had already developed from the North Semitic branch; and the 

Brahmi of India had already come into being across the ancient sea trade-route to the 

East across the Arabian Sea. 

But there are still a few traces of the older scripts. There is a unique gold stater 

minted by Pharoah Nektanebo II, 359-343 B.C., with a legend in hieroglyphics. One 

would not realise this at first - the reverse design consists of a gold collar with hanging 

pendants superimposed on a human windpipe. The windpipe is a hieroglyph repre- 

senting the word NEFER “‘beneficent’’; and the gold collar is NUB ‘‘gold’’; so the 

design is meant to read as ‘“‘good gold’’. By the mid-4th century B.C. the old hiero- 

glyphs of Egypt had already been largely replaced - around 650 B.C. - by a cursive form 

known as Demotic, and this is far more difficult to read even than hieroglyphics. It 

would appear that the letter L meaning “‘year”’ and used to give the regnal date on coins 

of Roman Egypt and Judaea is in fact a form of the old Demotic word for “‘year’’; 

but apart from this there is one coin with a full legend in Demotic. This is a copy of 

the commonly-copied Athenian silver tetradrachm of the Head of Athena/Owl type, 

of which until recently only one specimen was known - and misread. The second speci- 

men - found in a hoard in Iraq rather than Egypt! - has a clearer reverse, and shows the 

coin to have been minted by the Persian Artaxerxes III, who conquered Egypt in 343 

B.C. Was his use of the Demotic script an attempt to show for political purposes how 

fully ‘“‘Egyptian”’ he was? 



Reverse “Written”’ Hieroglyphics Demotic Reverse of Artaxerxes III 

Much more common than examples of the Egyptian script are those of the Cypriot 

syllabary. This writing goes right back to Mycenaean times, and it is now realised that 

if more attention had been paid to Cyprus, “Linear B’’, which remained undeciphered 

for so long, could probably have been worked out much earlier. 

There are enough coins using the syllabary remaining for us to be able to see local 

differences of shape as between the various cities - Amathus, Soli, Idalium, Marium, 

Paphos and Salamis. Two silver staters are illustrated, both from Salamis. 

The earlier dates to around 560-480 B.C., and is inscribed with the name of Eu- 

elthon, King of Salamis, 560-525 B.C. The obverse shows Egyptian influence in the 

design of the ‘‘ankh’’, an Egyptian symbol for “‘life’’. The reverse has the typically 

Greek design of a seated ram. The Cypriot legend reads from right to left EF U VE 

(top row) LE TO TO SE (bottom row), making EUVELETOTOSE, the local form 

of the Greek name Euelthon. 

King Euelthon of Salamis, 560-525 B.C. King Evagoras of Salamis, 410-375 B.C. 

The second stater is of King Evagoras, 410-375 B.C., who for a time united the 

island under him, and whose reign was later looked back upon as being a golden age of 

prosperity. The obverse reading outwards across the head of Heracles, and upwards 

from right to left, reads E U A GO RO for “‘Evagoras’’. The reverse has the three ordi- 

nary Greek letters EYA (also for Evagoras), and the Cypriot legend, starting from the 

letter in front of the goat’s nose BA SJ LE VO and at the bottom left SE - a form of 

the Greek BASIJLEUS, ‘‘King’’. 



THE DEMISE OF ROME AND 
THE RISE OF 
CONSTANTINOPLE 

By David R. Sear 

In the year 330 of the Christian Era an event of immense significance took place 

on the site of ancient Byzantium, at the eastern gateway to Europe. The Emperor 

Flavius Valerius Constantinus, known to posterity as Constantine the Great, pre- 

sided over the dedication of a new capital city, to be named Constantinopolis after 

himself. 

A century earlier, during the reign of Severus Alexander, it would have seemed 

unthinkable that the seat of government of the Roman Empire could exist anywhere 

other than in the Eternal City on the Tiber. Yet the dynasty of which Alexander was 

the last representative, the Severan, was largely responsible for the proliferation of 

Eastern culture and influence at the expense of the more conservative traditions of 

Italy and the West. Alexander’s cousin and predecessor, the Emperor Elagabalus (A.D. 

218-222), had even imported into Rome the bizarre cult of the Syrian sun-god of which 

he was the chief priest. His antics included wild sexual excesses publicly flaunted to the 

extent that they scandalized an urban population normally quite tolerant of such 

activities amongst its ruling classes. Ultimately, this led to the overthrow of the regime, 

but such episodes, however brief, inevitably left their mark on Rome and brought 

about a gradual decline, both of the city itself and in the authority which it was able 

to wield over its far-flung Empire. 

But the real death-blow to Rome’s unquestioned status as the imperial capital came 

during the crisis of the second half of the 3rd century. Roman prestige sank to an all- 

time low around the year 260, when the western provinces declared themselves indepen- 

dent under Postumus, commander of the Rhine legions; the Emperor Valerian was 

defeated and captured by the Sassanid King Shapur; and much of the Roman East fell 

directly under the authority of the desert kingdom of Palmyra. The gradual recovery 

from these disasters was the chief object of imperial policy for more than a decade, and 

it was not until the reign of Aurelian (A.D. 270-275) that the unity of the state was 

re-established, Although a succession of strong emperors had apparently brought the 

chaotic situation under control, and restored Rome to her position of supremacy in the 

Mediterranean world, a very real change had, almost imperceptibly, taken place. For a 

decade following Aurelian’s assassination the emperors continued to regard Rome as 

their imperial capital; but with the accession to supreme power of Diocletian (A.D. 

285) new ideas in imperial policy began to manifest themselves. 

Caius Valerius Diocletianus (284-305) and Constantine the Great (307-337) were 

the true architects of the late Roman state. These two men, though fundamentally dif- 

ferent in their abilities and convictions, shared much in common in their overall view of 



what was required to revitalize the worn-out system of government which had remained, 

in essence, unchanged since the principate of Augustus three centuries before. In many 

respects the reforms of Constantine put the finishing touches to changes which had 

been initiated by Diocletian, and both rulers saw quite clearly that the strategic 

emphasis had now shifted from Rome, and the West, to the Greek-speaking Eastern 

half of the Empire. Early in his reign Diocletian gave notice of his intentions when he 

elevated Maximian to the rank of co-emperor, and gave him dominion over the West- 

ern provinces, whilst reserving for himself the government of the East. Quite suddenly 

Rome had lost her status as the principal city of imperial residence, a position she had 

enjoyed unchallenged for centuries past. Even the subordinate co-Emperor Maximian 

preferred Milan or Aquileia, whilst Diocletian himself regarded the old Hellenistic city 

of Nicomedia, in Asia Minor, as his capital. 

Rome had not officially lost her place as the capital city of the Roman Empire- 

no ruler would have dared to order such a change! But the reality of the situation was 

that the Eternal City had ceased to be the center of political power. Growing barbarian 

pressure on the northern frontiers had necessitated a reappraisal of defense policy, and 

Rome was too far removed from the theatre of war. The emperor, in order to keep on 

top of the situation, needed to have a more strategically located residence. And thus 

it was that Rome was forced by circumstances into a gradual but inevitable decline. 

Constantine, once he had defeated his Western rival Licinius (A.D. 324), followed Dio- 

cletian’s example by making Nicomedia his principal residence. But he went a step 

further by taking the decision to build a new imperial city named after himself. Un- 

doubtedly there were religious reasons for this action as well as strategic, for Constan- 

tine had adopted Christianity as the state religion and wanted to found a new capital 

without pagan traditions. However, its geographical location, at the meeting point of 

two continents, was superb, and the wisdom of his choice as a site of immense mili- 

tary importance was to be amply borne out in the centuries that followed. Dedicated 

on May 11th 330, Constantinople, the new Christian center of the Empire, came to be 

regarded as the successor to Rome, though a vigorous rivalry between the two cities 

was maintained for many centuries, ultimately finding expression in fundamental 

religious differences. 

The decline in Rome’s political fortunes in the late third and early fourth centuries 

is well reflected by the imperial coinage. The city had enjoyed a virtual minting mono- 

poly of regular coinage throughout most of the second century. However, with the 

civil wars of the Severan period a number of provincial mints had come into promi- 

nence, a trend which was to be accelerated by the political upheavals of the second 

half of the third century. By the time of Diocletian’s accession, in the mid-280s, Rome 

was only one production center of an Empire-wide monetary system comprising at least 

half a dozen major mints, and this number was to be considerably expanded in the 

decades that followed. Furthermore, the coinage itself had undergone certain funda-- 

mental changes, largely brought about by the economic collapse in the 260s. When 

Diocletian set about reorganizing the monetary system in the final decade of the cen- 

tury, he was able to make an almost complete break with the old traditions. Just as 

Rome’s political power had diminished, so her once splendid coinage, with its roots in 

the Augustan Age, had now sunk to a hopelessly debased and monotonous currency, 

Rome never again enjoyed pre-eminence as an imperial mint, though there was a final 

flourish of traditional types on the coinage of the usurper Maxentius (AD. 306-312), 

who hoped to further his own cause by posing as the champion of the neglected im- 

perial city. 



FOCUS ON... 
JULIAN THE APOSTATE 

There is nothing, perhaps, in history more tragic than a man of outstanding ability 

whose talents and potential are wasted through being completely out of step with the 

age in which he lives. The supreme example of this in Roman times must be Flavius 

Claudius Julianus, the last emperor of the House of Constantine, who occupied the 

imperial throne briefly from A.D. 360 until 363. 

Born into an environment of family intrigue, Julian’s childhood was spent in con- 

stant fear of his life, so it is hardly surprising that he turned his back on the Christian 

religion so recently espoused by his imperial relatives. Julian was the son of Julius 

Constantius, a half-brother of Constantine the Great and son of Constantius I by his 

second wife Theodora. Two of Julian’s cousins on the same side of the family - Delma- 

tius and Hanniballianus - had been advanced to imperial rank by Constantine in A.D. 

335. But with the old emperor’s death two years later, and the accession of his three 

sons Constantine II, Constantius I] and Constans, the unfortunate princes were put to 

death. For the following 14 years Julian and his half-brother Gallus lived as virtual 

prisoners of their cousin, the Emperor Constantius II, in a remote Cappadocian fortress. 

Here, despite a strict Christian upbringing, the young Julian developed an enthusiasm 

for the old pagan religion and literature. This was carried a step further when he was 

permitted to move to Ephesus, where he studied under the celebrated pagan philo- 

sopher Maximus. 

Constantius II, now the sole survivor of Constantine’s three sons, decided to pro- 

mote Gallus to the rank of Caesar in A.D. 351. Three years later he was executed, on 

suspicion of treason, and Julian must have felt that his own days were numbered. 

Surprisingly, however, Constantius bestowed upon him the rank of Caesar (November 

355) and gave him command of the army in Gaul. Although he had no previous mili- 

tary experience the young Caesar soon proved himself to be a highly competent general, 

an ability inherited perhaps from his grandfather Constantius I. Ultimately, his troops 

rose in revolt against Constantius II and proclaimed Julian emperor. Luckily, civil 

war was averted by the death of Constantius (A.D. 361). 

Now that he was undisputed master of the Empire Julian openly professed his 

adherence to paganism, and introduced much legislation restoring the property and 

privileges of the temples. However, Christianity was now firmly rooted at all levels of 

Roman society, and it must have been obvious, even to the emperor himself, that he was 

standing against the inevitable tide of history, and that his policies were doomed to 

ultimate failure. In order to direct the war against the Persians he took up residence at 

the Syrian capital of Antioch, where the local Christian population lost no opportunity 

to ridicule the pagan emperor. In defence of his beliefs Julian wrote his famous 

Misopogon which has survived to the present day. 

Whilst on campaign against the Persians, on June 26th, 363, the emperor Julian 

was fatally wounded during a skirmish with the enemy. Most of the high ranking 

officers in his army were Christians, and there must be a strong suspicion that Julian 

was a victim not of the Persians, but of his own generals. Whatever the truth of the 



matter the Empire lost a most competent and conscientious ruler at a time when the 

state was being increasingly threatened by powerful external forces. The Empire could 

have benefited greatly from the guiding hand of a gifted young emperor of proven 

military ability, but unfortunately Julian’s religious beliefs sabotaged his political career. 

Two gold solidi of Julian are offered for sale here: one issued during his period 

as Caesar under Constantius II (item 267); the other struck at Antioch in the final 

period of his life (item 268). In addition, five splendid gold solidi of Constantius II 

are offered (items 262-266). The romance of Roman history still lives in the coins 

which have come down to us from those times! 



Ancient Coinage 
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TERMS OF BUSINESS 

All of the coins for sale in this catalogue are guaranteed to be genuine and as described. 
Orders with accompanying payments are preferred, and postal charges will not be affixed 
to all such orders over $100.00 (orders for less than this amount, please add $1.00 for 
postage and handling). All approved orders will be charged exact postage and insurance 
costs. All orders may be returned within seven (7) days of arrival if not entirely satisfactory. 
All goods delivered within the State of California are subject to the 62 percent sales tax. 
Foreign residents, please render payment in U.S. dollars (check drawn on a U.S. bank) 
whenever possible. 

As most coins are one of a kind, a list of alternate choices is recommended. Please note that 
illustrations are not always according to scale. 

ABBREVIATIONS 

cuir. = cuirassed ie 

diad. = diademed laur. 

dr. = draped p. 
Ex. = exergue kr, 

gl.cr. = globus cruciger rad. 

hd. = head stg. 

left 

laureate 

= page 
= right 

radiate 

standing 
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GREEK BRONZE COINS 

A rare opportunity to acquire pieces of unusually fine quality and interesting 

types from a collection assembled over many years by a discerning numismatist. 

GAUL, Massalia, 200-49 B.C., AE 14. Diad. hd. of Artemis |./Bull stg. r., MALS 
above, A (?) in ex. Forrer pl. 2, 169. Irregular flan. About very fine. 

ITALY: UMBRIA, Tuder, circa 250 B.C., AE 18. Hd. of Seilenos r., wreathed 

with ivy/Eagle stg. 1., wings spread, JG3TVT before. BMC p. 39, I ff. 
Rare. Dark green patina. Very fine. 

ITALY: CAMPANIA, Cales, after 268 B.C., AE 21. Laur. hd. of Apollo 1., helmet 

behind, CALENO before/Man-headed bull stg. r., hd. facing, lyre above, r beneath. 
BMC p. 78, 15 (obv.), 14 (rev.). Dark green patina, Fine plus/very fine. 

— — AE 19. Hd. of Athena 1., wearing crested Corinthian helmet/Cock stg. r., 

star behind, CALENO before. BMC p. 80, 26ff. Fine/fine plus. 

ITALY: CAMPANIA, Neapolis, 270-250 B.C., AE 12. Laur. hd. of Apollo 1., 
[NEOMOAITQN] before, A  (?) behind/Forepart of man-headed bull swimming 

r., dolphin r. above, = behind. Cf. BMC p.112, 184. 
Brown patina. Delicately engraved. Very fine plus. 

— 300-260 B.C., AE 14. Laur. hd. of Apollo 1./NEONO - AITOQN either side 

of tripod. SNG Copenhagen 528. Beautiful blue-green patina. Very fine. 

— 250-200 B.C., AE 14. Hd. of Artemis r., quiver at shoulder/NEATIOAITQN, 
cornucopiae. BMC p. 119, 262 variant. Dark green patina. Very fine. 

ITALY: CAMPANIA, Teanum Sidicinum, 280-268 B.C., AE 20. Laur. hd. of 

Apollo 1.,AVUNKT before, O behind/Man-headed bull standing r., crowned by Nike 
flying r. above, pentagram beneath. BMC p. 126, 14. SNG Copenhagen 592. 

Glossy green patina. Very fine/fine. 

ITALY: APULIA, Caelia, 268-200 B.C., AE 12. Hd. of Athena r., wearing crested 

Corinthian helmet/The Dioscuri on horseback galloping r., KAIAI in ex. cf. BMC 

p. 134, 9. SNG Copenhagen 640. Rare. Dark brown patina. Very fine. 

The reverse type is similar to that adopted for the Roman silver denarius in circa 211 B.C. 

ITALY: APULIA, Canusium, 3rd cent. B.C., AE 20. Young male hd. 1., with short 
hair/Naked warrior, helmeted and holding spear, on horseback galloping r., KAN- 

[YZINQN] beneath. BMC p. 135, 4. SNG Copenhagen 643. 
Scarce. Light brown patina. Very fine. 

The head on the obverse, which is of markedly Roman style, has distinctive features and may 

be intended as a portrait of a contemporary personality. 

ITALY: CALABRIA, Graxa, circa 200 B.C., AE 15. Cockle-shell/Eagle stg. r. on 

thunderbolt, TPA beneath, star in r. field. BMC p. 222, 8. SNG Copenhagen 749. 
Scarce. Dark green patina. Very fine/fine. 

ITALY: CALABRIA, Orra (Hyria), before 89 B.C., AE 18 (quincunx). Bust of 
Venus r., diad. and wreathed with myrtle/Cupid walking r., playing lyre, five 

pellets behind, ORRA before. BMC p. 158, 6. SNG Copenhagen 760. 
Scarce. About very fine. 

* Greek bronze coins highlighted by an asterisk are illustrated. 
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ITALY: LUCANIA, Heraclea, 330-228 B.C., AE 14. Hd. of Athena r., wearing 

crested Corinthian helmet/Marine deity (Glaukos?) r., armed with helmet, spear 

and shield, thunderbolt behind, FHPAKAEIQN beneath. BMC p. 234, 68. SNG 
Copenhagen 1142. Scarce. Brown patina. Very fine. 

ITALY: LUCANIA, Metapontum, 350-300 B.C., AE 13. Hd. of young Herakles 

r., Clad in lion’s skin/Ear of barley, META tol. BMC p. 260, 174. SNG Copenhagen 
1253. Very fine. 

— — © 16. Hd. of Demeter r., diad. and veiled/Ear of barley, META to r., 

EY monogram to 1. SNG Copenhagen 1259. Very fine/fine plus. 

— — AE 13. Hd. of young Hermes r., wearing winged petasos/Three barleycorns 

arranged star-wise, M-E- caduceus between. BMC p. 261, 178. SNG Copenhagen 
1264. Very fine plus. 

— — AEF 13. Hd. of Athena 1., wearing crested Corinthian helmet/Three barley- 
corns arranged star-wise, M-E- fly between. BMC p. 261, 182 variant (obv. hd. 
r.). SNG Copenhagen 1265S. Very fine plus. 

— — AEF 14. Rad. hd. of Helios facing/Three barleycorns arranged star-wise, 
M-E- torch between. BMC p. 261, 183. SNG Copenhagen 1266. 

About extremely fine. 

— — AE ]3. Laur. hd. of Apollo 1./Ear of barley and tripod, META between. 
SNG ANS 595. Very fine plus. 

ITALY: LUCANIA, Poseidonia, circa 400 B.C., AE 13. Bull butting 1., MOLDEI 
above, cuttle-fish beneath/Naked Poseidon striding r., brandishing trident, MOLEI 

before, dolphin behind. BMC p. 272, 63 variant. SNG Copenhagen 1321. 
Scarce. Dark green patina. Fine plus. 

ITALY: LUCANIA, Paestum, before 89 B.C., AE 14 (quadrans), Diad. hd. of Posei- 
don r., three pellets behind/Dolphin r., MAIL beneath. SNG Copenhagen 1337 

variant. Dark green patina. About very fine. 

The name of Poseidonia was corrupted to Paestum by the Lucanians who captured the city 

early in the 4th cent. B.C. 

— — AE 15 (sescuncia). Hd. of Persephone r., wreathed with barley, pellet and > 
behind/Wolf leaping r., pellet and © above, MAIL beneath. BMC p. 277, 28. SNG 
Copenhagen 1346. 

Rare. Attractive dark green patina. About extremely fine. 

ITALY: LUCANIA, Thurium, 400-350 B.C., AE 9. Hd. of Athena r., in crested 

Attic helmet/Bucranium, with fillets, @OT above, ®-I in lower field. BMC p. 301, 
139 variant. SNG ANS 1504 variant. 

Scarce. An exquisite little piece. Very fine plus. 

— 300-268 B.C., AE 15. Laur. hd. of Apollo 1./Winged thunderbolt, 0BOTPIQN 
above, TH mongram beneath. BMC p. 301, 146 variant (TE monogram), SNG 

Copenhagen 1509. About extremely fine. 

— — AE 15. Laur. hd. of Apollo 1., AP monogram behind/OOTYT-PIQN either side 

of lyre, YQ beneath. BMC p. 301, 145 variant (monogram beneath lyre). SNG 

Copenhagen 1510 variant. 
Head of superb style. Light brown patina. Extremely fine plus/very fine plus. 
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— — AEF 15. Young male hd. r., with ram’s horn (?) above ear/Free horse pranc- 
ing r., 9OT above, AP monogram beneath. Cf. BMC p. 302, 149. SNG Copenhagen 
Let Extremely fine. 

— — AF ]3, Laur. hd. of Apollo 1., with hair long, AP monogram behind/Cornu- 
copiae, ©OYT inr. field, 2Q-1 to 1. and beneath. Cf. BMC p. 302, 150-151. SNG 
Copenhagen 1518. Extremely fine. 

— — AE 11. Hd. of young Herakles r., clad in lion’s skin/Forepart of running 

bull r., [OO7T] above, ©Q behind. BMC p. 301, 140. Very fine plus. 

ITALY: LUCANIA, Copia, 194-89 B.C., AE 18 (triens). Hd. of Minerva r., wearing 

crested Corinthian helmet/Cornucopiae, [C.L.Q.] CO[MIA] to 1., [four pellets] 

in field. Cf. BMC p. 303, 3. Scarce. Dark brown patina. Very fine. 

In 194 B.C. the name of Thurium was changed to Copia when the city received a Roman 
colony. 

ITALY: BRUTTIUM, Petelia, 280-216 B.C., AE 18. Laur. hd. of Apollo r./NETH- 

AINQN either side of tripod. SNG Copenhagen 1911 variant. 

Scarce. Green-brown patina. Very fine plus. 

— 2nd century B.C., AE 15. Hd. of bearded Ares r., wearing crested Corinthian 

helmet/Nike stg. 1., holding wreath, WETH/AINQN in l. field. BMC p. 372, 2-3. 

SNG Copenhagen 1921. Brown patina. About extremely fine. 

ITALY: BRUTTIUM, Rhegium, before 387 B.C., AE 9. Lion’s scalp/RH within 

olive-spray. BMC p. 377, 42 variant (PH on rev.). SNG Copenhagen 1936 variant. 

About extremely fine. 

— 350-270 B.C., AE 20. Lion’s scalp/Laur. hd. of Apollo r., with hair long, PHTI- 

NQN before, uncertain symbol behind. Cf. BMC pp. 377-8, 49/f. Cf. SNG Copen- 

hagen 1945. Very fine/fine plus. 

— — SE 20. Similar, but the hd. of Apollo is to 1., with symbol caduceus (?) 

behind. BMC p. 378, 62. SNG Copenhagen 1950 variant. 

About very fine. 

— 270-203 B.C., AE 22. Laur. hd. of Apollo |., with hair long, cornucopiae behind/ 

PHII-NQN either side of tripod-lebes. BMC p. 380, 76. SNG Copenhagen 1959. 

Attractive, glossy green patina. About extremely fine. 

—  — AE 20. Diad. hd. of Artemis r., bow and quiver at shoulder/PHII-NQN 
either side of naked male figure (Asklepios?) stg. facing, holding laurel-branch 

and bird on outstretched r. hand, and resting on sceptre. Cf. BMC p. 381, 87. 
SNG Copenhagen 1965S. Very fine. 

— — AE 16. Laur. hd. of Apollo r., hair long, pellet behind/Lion walking r., 

[PHTINQN] in ex. BMC p. 380,80. SNG Copenhagen 1961 variant. 
Dark green patina. About very fine/fine. 

— before 89 B.C., AE 15 (tetras). Conjoined busts of the Dioskuri r., wearing 

laur. pilei each surmounted by star/Hermes stg. 1., holding branch and caduceus, 

PHPINQN tor., IIL in]. field. BMC p. 384, 109. SNG Copenhagen 1982. 
Brown patina. Very fine plus. 
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ITALY: BRUTTIUM, Vibo Valentia, 192-89 B.C., AE 23 (as). Laur. hd. of Zeus 
r., | behind/Winged thunderbolt, VALENTIA to l., torch and 1 to r. Cf. BMC 

pp. 359-360, lff (different symbols in rey, field). 
Green patina. Very fine/fine. 

The city of Hipponium received a Roman colony in 192 B.C. and its name was changed to 
Vibo Valentia. 

— — AEF 16 (quadrans), Hd. of bearded Herakles r., clad in lion’s skin, three pel- 

lets behind/Two clubs with handles joined, VALENTIA tor., star and three pellets 

to 1. BMC p. 362, 27. SNG Copenhagen 1853. 

Attractive dark green patina. Very fine plus. 

ITALY: BRUTTIUM, Brettian League, 215-205 B.C., AE 26 (sextans). Hd. of 

bearded Ares |., wearing crested Corinthian helmet ornamented with running 

griffin, ear of barley beneath, two pellets behind/Nike stg. 1., crowning trophy, 
cornucopiae in center field, star above, [BPETTIQN] onr. BMC p. 325, 57 vari- 

ant (no star in rev. field). SNG Copenhagen 1647. 

Brown patina. Very fine. 

SICILY, Aetna, after 210 B.C., AE 17 (hexas). Hd. of Persephone r., wreathed 

with corn/Cornucopiae, [AJIT N[AIQN] to l., two pellets to r. BMC p. 5, 7 variant. 

SNG Copenhagen 16. Rare. Very fine/fine. 

SICILY, Agrigentum, mid Sth cent. B.C., AE cast trias (tooth-shaped, with flat 
base). On one side two eagles’ heads back to back, on the other a crab, three pellets 
on base. Cf. BMC p. 24, 3-4. Very rare and interesting. Fine. 

SICILY, Agrigentum, before 406 B.C., AE 19 (hexas). Eagle, with wings spread, 
stg. r., attacking tunny-fish held in its talons/Crab, between two pellets, perch 

r. beneath. SNG Copenhagen 79. 
Dark brown patina. About fine/very fine. 

— 405-392 B.C., AE 27 (hemilitron). Circular countermark, with hd. of youthful 
river-god r., struck on one side of a flattened coin of the previous issue (425- 

406 B.C.), the other side blank. Cf. BMC p. 18, 122. SNG Copenhagen 88. 
Rare. About fine. 

These countermarked issues were produced in the troubled period following the destruction 

of Agrigentum by the Carthaginians in 406 B.C. 

— 338-287 B.C., AE 25 (hemilitron). Horned hd. of young river-god 1., diad., 
AKPATA® before/Eagle perched |. on Ionic capital, looking back, crab in field 

to l., [six pellets] above. BMC p. 19, 124ff. SNG Copenhagen 93. 
Fine plus. 

SICILY, Camarina, 420-410 B.C., AE 14 (trias). Gorgon’s hd., hair serpentine/ 

Owl stg. r., holding lizard in 1. claw,KAMA behind, three pellets in ex. Westermark 

& Jenkins, pl. 32, 185. Scarce. Very fine plus/very fine. 

— — AEF 14 (trias). Similar, but the Gorgon’s hair is not dishevelled, and the ow] 

stands to 1., holding lizard in its r. claw. Westermark & Jenkins, pl. 33, 195. 
Scarce. Brown patina. Very fine plus. 

— 410-405 B.C., AE 15 (trias). Hd. of Athena 1., in crested Attic helmet orna- 

mented with wing/Owl stg. 1., holding lizard in r. claw, KAMA behind, three pellets 

in ex, Westermark & Jenkins, pl. 35, 200. 
Scarce. Dark brown patina. Very fine plus. 
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LATE ROMAN GOLD COINS 

A selection of 4th and Sth century items from a variety of eastern and western 
mints. 

Constantius II, A.D. 337-361, WN solidus (4.45 gm.), Nicomedia. FL. IVL. CON- 

STANTIVS PERP. AVG., his diad., dr. and cuir. bust r./GLORIA REIPVBLICAE, 

Roma and Constantinopolis enthroned, holding between them shield inscribed 

VOT/XX/MVLT/XXX, SMNB inex. RIC 33. Coh. 108. 

Extremely fine plus. 

— WN solidus (4.38 gm.), Cyzicus. FL. IVL. CONSTANTIVS PERP. AVG., his 

helmeted and cuir. bust three-quarter face to r., holding spear over shoulder and 
shield on |. arm/Roma and Constantinopolis, as last, but the shield is inscribed 

VOT/XXX/MVLT/X XXX, and with mint mark SMK inex. RIC 39. 
A rare variant. Slight edge damage and scuff in rev. field. 

Otherwise about extremely fine. 

— WN solidus (4.33 gm.), Aquileia. FL. IVL. CONSTANTIVS PERP. AVG., his 

diad., dr. and cuir. bust r./Roma and Constantinopolis, as last, but with mint 

mark SMAQ inex. RIC 179. Coh. 114. About extremely fine. 

— WN solidus (4.38 gm.), Thessalonica. D. N. CONSTANTIVS MAX. AVGVSTVS, 

his diad., dr. and cuir. bust r./Roma and Constantinopolis, as last, but with mint 

mark -TES. in ex. RIC 150. Coh. 122. Scarce variant. Extremely fine. 

— WN solidus (4.51 gm.), Antioch. D. N. CONSTANTIVS P. F. AVG., his large 

diad. hd. r./Roma and Constantinopolis, as last, but the shield is inscribed VOT/ 

Xx XXX, and with ANT © in ex. RIC 172. Coh. 126. 

A magnificent portrait head. Extremely fine. 

Julian II, as Caesar under Constantius II, A.D. 355-360, NW solidus (4.38 gm.), 
Antioch. D. N. IVLIANVS NOB. CAES., his young bare-headed, dr. and cuir. 

bust r./GLORIA REIPVBLICAE, Roma and Constantinopolis enthroned, holding 

between them shield ornamented with large star, SMANI in ex. RIC 166 variant 

(this officina not recorded). Coh. 22. Rare variant. Very fine plus. 

Julian II, A.D. 360-363, N solidus (4.47 gm.), Antioch. FL. CL. IVLIANVS P. F. 

AVG., his bearded diad., dr. and cuir. bust r./VIRTVS EXERCITVS ROMAN- 

ORVM, Emperor, in military attire, advancing r., holding trophy, looking back at 

captive he is dragging by the hair, ANTA in ex. RIC 197. Scarce. Very fine plus. 

A noble portrait of the last pagan emperor, and the last representative of the House of Con- 

stantine. 

Valentinian I, A.D. 364-375, NW solidus (4.51 gm.), Thessalonica. D.N. VALENTIN- 

IANVS P. F. AVG., his diad., dr. and cuir. bust r./VICTORIA AVGG., Valentinian 

and Valens enthroned facing, Victory hovering between them in background, 

SMTES inex. RIC 4a. Coh. 43. 
Scarce. A delightful piece. Extremely fine plus. 

— WN solidus (4.44 gm.), Antioch. Oby. As last/RESTITVTOR REIPVBLICAE, 
Emperor, in military attire, stg. facing, hd. r., holding labarum and Victory, ANT A° 
in €x. RIC 2a, Coh. 28. About extremely fine. 
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Valens, A.D. 364-378, NW solidus (4.47 gm.), Antioch. D. N. VALENS PER. F. 

AVG., his diad., dr. and cuir. bust r./Emperor in military attire, as last, but with 
mint mark ANTe- in ex.. RIC 2d. Coh. 35 variant. 

Light scratches on both sides. Very fine plus. 

— WN solidus (4.39 gm.), contemporary barbarous imitation of an Antiochene 
issue (RIC 2c, Coh. 32). D.N. VALENS PE. AVG.., his diad., dr. and cuir. bust r., 

of good style/PESTITVOR PCIRVBILCA (sic), emperor in military attire, as last, 

but with cross in 1. field, and mint mark ANTI in ex, 

A rare and most interesting item. Very fine plus/very fine. 

It is curious that the die engraver for this irregular issue made such a competent job of the 
obverse, whilst failing completely to reproduce the reverse inscription. Perhaps the work of 
two different engravers is represented here. Could it be that this imitative solidus was pro- 

duced by the Goths, against whom Valens lost his life at the disastrous battle of Adrianople? 

Theodosius I, the Great, A.D. 379-395, NW solidus (4.48 gm.), Treveri. D. N. THEO- 

DOSIVS P. F. AVG., his diad., dr. and cuir. bust r./VICTORIA AVGG., Theodosius 

and Valentinian IJ enthroned facing, holding globe between them, Victory hovering 

in background, T-R in field, COM in ex. RIC 90b. Coh. 44. 
About extremely fine. 

Valentinian III, A.D. 425-455, WN solidus (4.38 gm.), Ravenna. D. N. PLA. VAL- 

ENTINIANVS P. F. AVG., his diad., dr. and cuir. bust r./VICTORIA AVGGG., 

Emperor, in military attire, stg. facing, r. foot on hd. of serpent, holding long cross 

and Victory, R-V in field, COMOB in ex. Coh. 19. 
Slight edge damage. Very fine plus. 

Majorian, Emperor in the West, A.D. 457-461, NW solidus (4.44 gm.), Arelate. 

D. N. IVLIVS MAIORIANVS P. F. AVG., his helmeted, dr. and cuir. bust r., 

holding spear and shield ornamented with Christogram/VICTORIA AVGGG., 
Emperor facing, as last, A-R in field, COMOB in ex. Coh. 1. Lacam, pl. LXXIa,1 
and pl. LXXIIa, b (this coin). Ex British Museum duplicate. Extremely fine. 

An outstanding specimen of this rare and interesting type. 

Julius Valerianus Majorianus ascended the throne of the rapidly disintegrating Western Empire 
after a six month interregnum following the deposition of Avitus. He achieved a notable victory 
over the Visigoths near Arelate, the mint place of this solidus, but his projected attack on the 
Vandals in North Africa ended in failure. Soon afterwards he was deposed by the general 
Ricimer, thus ending the hopes of a revival of Roman power in the West. 

Leo I, Emperor in the East, A.D. 457-474, WY tremissis (1.50 gm.), Constantinople. 

D. N. LEO PERPET. AVG., his diad., dr. and cuir. bust r./VICTORIA AVGVST- 

ORVM, Victory advancing r., looking back, holding wreath and gl. cr., star in r. 

field, CONOB in ex. Goodacre 11. Very fine plus. 
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ROMAN SILVER AND BRONZE COINS 

Cn. Cornelius Blasio Cn. f., 112-111 B.C., AR denarius (3.83 gm.), Rome. Helmeted 
hd. of Scipio Africanus the Elder (?) r., CN. BLASIO CN. F. before/Jupiter stg. 

between Juno and Minerva, [ROMA] in ex. Crawford 296/1d. 
Very fine plus. 

The highly distinctive portrait on obv. probably represents Hannibal’s conqueror, Scipio Afri- 

canus, who was an ancestor of the moneyer. 

L. Calpurnius Piso Frugi, 90 B.C., AR quinarius, (2.19 gm.), Rome. Laur. hd. of 
Apollo r., of archaistic style, E before/Victory stg. r., holding wreath and palm, 

[L.] PI-SO across field, [FRVGI] in ex. Crawford 340/2f. 
An unusually fine example of this scarce denomination. 

About extremely fine. 

Q. Titius, 90 B.C., AR quinarius (2.23 gm.), Rome. Winged bust of Victory r./ 
Pegasus r., Q. TITI beneath. Crawford 341/3. 

Reverse off-center. Very fine. 

M. Porcius Cato, 89 B.C., AR quinarius (2.26 gm.), Rome. Youthful hd. of Liber 
r., wreathed with ivy, trident beneath, M. CATO behind/Victory seated r., holding 

patera, VICFRIX in ex. Crawford 343/2b. Extremely fine. 

Cn. Cornelius Lentulus, 88 B.C., AR quinarius (1.90 gm.), Rome. Laur. hd. of 

Jupiter r./Victory stg. r., crowning trophy, CN. LENT. in ex. Crawford 345/2. 
Extremely fine. 

L. Marcius Censorinus, 82 B.C., AR denarius (4.11 gm.), Rome. Laur. hd. of Apollo 

r./Marsyas stg. l., r. arm raised, holding wine-skin over 1. shoulder, column behind, 

L. CENSOR before. Crawford 363/1d. 
Reverse off-center, but an outstanding example of this attractive type. 

Extremely fine plus. 

L. Cornelius Sulla, Imperator, and L. Manlius Torquatus, 82 B.C., AR denarius 

(3.88 gm.), mint travelling with Sulla. L. MANLI. PRO. Q., helmeted hd. of Roma 

r./The dictator Sulla in triumphal quadriga r., crowned by Victory flying |. above, 

L. SVLLA I[MP.] in ex. Crawford 367/5. About extremely fine. 

L. Hostilius Saserna, 48 B.C., AR denarius (3.95 gm.), Rome. Hd. of bearded 

Gaulish warrior (Vercingetorix?) r., shield behind/Naked Gaulish warrior in gallop- 

ing biga driven r. by charioteer, L. HOSTILIVS above, SASERN beneath. Crawford 

448/2a. A splendid example of this famous type. 
Areas of weak striking, otherwise extremely fine. 

M. Antony, triumvir, AR denarius (3.68 gm.), mint travelling with M. Antony, 

32-31 B.C. ANT. AVG. III VIR. R. P.C., galley sailing r. with ten rowers/ELG. 

XVIII. LY BICAE, three standards. Crawford 544/11 variant. 
An interesting variant of a rare type. 

Somewhat irregular flan, otherwise toned and about extremely fine. 

The die-engraver has obviously made a careless error by engraving ‘““ELG” rather than “LEG” as 

an abbreviation of “‘legion”’. 
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M. Antony and Octavian, triumvirs, AR quinarius (1.78 gm.), mint travelling with 

Octavian, 39 B.C. Ill. VIR R. P. C., veiled and diad. hd. of Concordia r./M. ANT- 

ON. C. CAESAR, clasped hands holding caduceus. Crawford 529/4b. Coh. 67. 

Very fine. 

Octavian, Imperator, AR denarius (3.81 gm.), south Italian mint, 29-27 B.C. Victory 

stg. r. on prow of galley, holding wreath and palm/Octavian in triumphal quadriga 

r., holding branch, IMP. CAESAR inex. RIC 264. Coh. 115. 

Extremely fine. 

This type is an explicit commemoration of the famous naval battle of Actium (31 B.C.) by 

which Octavian achieved mastery of the Roman world through his defeat of Antony and 

Cleopatra. 

Augustus, 27 B.C.-A.D. 14, AR quinarius (1.91 gm.), Emerita, 25-23 B.C. AVGVST., 
his bare head r./P. CARISI LEG., Victory stg. r., crowning trophy. RIC la. Coh. 
386. Scarce. Very fine. 

The colony of Emerita Augusta was founded in Lusitania by P. Carisius, legatus pro praetore, 
to house veterans of Augustus’ campaigns in north-western Spain. 

Marcus Agrippa, general and admiral, died 12 B.C., AE as (11.36 gm.), Rome, 

struck under Caligula, A.D. 37-41. M. AGRIPPA L. F. COS. Ill., his hd. 1., wearing 

rostral crown/S-cC either side of Neptune stg. 1., holding dolphin and trident. RIC 

(Caligula) 58. Coh, 3. Nice brown patina. Very fine plus. 

Caligula, A.D. 3741, AE as (10.68 gm.), Rome, A.D. 40/41. Cc. CAESAR DIVI 
AVG. PRON. AVG. P. M. TR. P. IIII. P. P., his bare hd. 1./ Vesta enthroned 1., 

holding patera and sceptre, VESTA above, S-C in field. RIC 54. Coh. 29. 
About very fine. 

Nero, A.D. 54-68, AE quadrans (1.83 gm.), Rome, A.D. 64. NERO CLAV. CAE. 

AVG., Owl perched on garlanded rectangular altar/GER. P. M. TR. P. IMP. P. P., 
olive-branch, dividing S-c. RIC 258. Coh. 110. Very fine. 

Vespasian, A.D. 69-79, AR denarius (3.44 gm.), Rome, A.D. 75. IMP. CAESAR 
VESPANIANVS AVG., his laur. hd. r./Eagle stg. facing on altar, wings spread, 

looking 1., COS-VI in field. RIC 89. Cf. Coh. 113. 
About extremely fine. 

— AR quinarius (1.50 gm.), Rome. IMP. CAESAR VESPASIANVS AVG., his laur. 
hd. r./VICTORIA AVGVSTI, Victory advancing r., holding wreath and palm. 

RIC 129a. Coh, 614. Rare. Fine. 

Julia, daughter of Titus, AR denarius (3.25 gm.), Rome, A.D. 79-81. IVLIA AVG- 
VSTA TITI AVGVSTI F., her diad. and dr. bust r./VENVS AVGVST., Venus, 

naked to waist, stg. r., resting on column and holding helmet and sceptre. RIC 

(Titus) 56. Coh, 14. Rare. About very fine. 

Trajan, A.D. 98-117, AR denarius (3.30 gm.), Rome, A.D. 117. IMP. CAES. NER. 

TRAIAN. OPTIM. AVG. GERM. DAC., his elderly laur. and dr. bust r./PARTHICO 
P. M. TR. P. COS. VI. P. P. S. P. Q. R., Fortuna seated 1., holding rudder and cor- 

nucopiae, FORT. RED. in ex. RIC 315. Coh. 150. Hill 760. 
Toned, Extremely fine. 

This type belongs to the final issue of the reign. 
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Divus Antoninus Pius, died A.D. 161, AR denarius (3.48 gm.), Rome, under M. 

Aurelius and L. Verus. DIVVS ANTONINVS, his bare-headed and dr. bust r./ 

CONSECRATIO, funeral pyre. RIC (Aurelius) 438. Superb. 

Diva Faustina Senior, wife of Antoninus Pius, died A.D. 141, AE as (10.51 gm.), 

Rome, after A.D. 147. DIVA FAVSTINA, her dr. bust r./AVGVSTA S. C., Ceres 
stg. 1., holding corn-ears and torch. RIC 1169. Coh. 80. 

Dark green patina. About extremely fine. 

Marcus Aurelius, A.D. 161-180, AR denarius (3.27 gm.), Rome, A.D. 161/2. IMP. 

M. AVREL. ANTONINVS AVG., his bare hd. r./CONCORD. AVG. TR. P. XVI. 
COS. III., Concordia seated 1., holding patera and resting on statuette of Spes, 

cornucopiae beneath seat. RIC 35. Coh. 35. Superb. 

Faustina Junior, wife of M. Aurelius, AR denarius (3.43 gm.), Rome. FAVSTINA 

AVGVSTA, her diad. and dr. bust r./SAECVLI FELICIT., two infants seated on 

facing throne. RIC 712. Coh. 191. Superb. 

This type celebrates the birth of twin sons, Commodus and Antoninus, to Faustina and Aure- 

lius on August 31st, A.D. 161. 

Lucilla, wife of Lucius Verus, AE sestertius (23.92 gm.), Rome, A.D. 164-9. LVCIL- 
LAE AVG. M. ANTONINI AVG. F., her dr. bust r./VENVS S.C., Venus enthroned 
1., holding Victory and resting on sceptre. RIC 1776. Cf. Coh 83. 

A handsome piece struck on a broad flan. 
Dark brown patina. About extremely fine. 

Commodus, A.D. 177-192, AR denarius (3.43 gm.), Rome, A.D. 191-2. L. AEL. 
AVREL. COMM. AVG. P. FEL., his bearded hd. r., clad in the lion’s skin of Her- 

cules/HER-CVL/ROM-AN/AV-GV either side of club of Hercules, all within wreath. 
BiG 251, Cobh isd: An unusually fine example of this interesting type. 

About extremely fine/very fine plus. 

Commodus, the megalomaniac son of the philosopher-emperor Marcus Aurelius, regarded him- 
self as the reincarnation of the hero Hercules, and even fought as a gladiator in the arena. 

Pescennius Niger, A.D. 193-4, AR denarius, (2.55 gm.), Antioch. [IMP.] CAES.C. 

PESC. NIGER [IVS. AVG. COS. Il.], his laur. hd. r./FELICITAS TEM[PORVM], 
vase-shaped basket of fruit, with bunch of grapes hanging over each side. RIC 17. 
Coh. 16 variant. Very rare. About very fine/very fine plus. 

Niger was one of the principal contenders for the imperial throne following the assassination 
of Pertinax. He was eventually defeated by Severus following a bitter civil war. 

Septimius Severus, A. D. 193-211, AR denarius (3.67 gm.), Laodicea in Syria, 

circa A.D. 199. L. SEPT. SEV. AVG. IMP. XI. PART. MAX., his laur. hd. r./ 

AEQVITATI AVGG., Aequitas stg. 1., holding scales and cornucopiae. RIC 500. 

Cones |b. Struck ona broad flan. About extremely fine. 

Caracalla, A.D. 198-217, AR denarius (3.25 gm.), Rome, A.D. 212. ANTONINVS 
PIVS AVG. BRIT., his mature laur. hd. r./P. M. TR. P. XV. COS. Ill. P. P., elephant 

walking r. RIC 199. Coh, 208. A scarce and interesting type. 
About extremely fine. 

The reverse type probably refers to public games organized by Caracalla to amuse the popu- 
lace, and to distract attention away from the recent murder of his brother, the co-emperor 

Geta. 
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Diadumenian, as Caesar under Macrinus, A.D. 217-18, AR denarius (2.58 gm.), 
Rome. M. OPEL. ANT. DIADVMENIAN. CAES., his bare-headed, dr. and cuir. 
bust r./SPES PVBLICA, Spes advancing left, holding flower and raising drapery 

of dress. RIC 116. Coh. 21. Some weakness in striking. Very fine plus. 

Elagabalus, A. D. 218-222, AR denarius (3.15 gm.), Rome, A.D. 220-22. IMP. 

ANTONINVS PIVS AVG., his laur. and dr. bust r./FORTVNAE REDVCI, Fortuna 

stg. 1., holding rudder and cornucopiae. RIC 83A. BMC 205. 

Toned, Extremely fine plus. 

Severus Alexander, A.D. 222-235, AE sestertius (18.32 gm.), Rome, A.D. 233. 
IMP. ALEXANDER PIVS AVG., his laur., dr. and cuir. bust r./P. M. TR. P. XII. 

COS. Ill. P. P. S. C., Sol advancing 1|., r. hand raised, holding whip in 1. RIC 535. 

Coh. 441. Brown patina. About extremely fine. 

Orbiana, wife of Severus Alexander, AR denarius, (3.04 gm.), Rome, A.D. 225. 
SALL. BARBIA ORBIANA AVG., her diad. and dr. bust r./CONCORDIA AVGG., 

Concordia seated |., holding patera and double cornucopiae. RIC 319. Coh. 1. 
Rare. Very fine plus/very fine. 

The rare coinage of this unfortunate empress all seems to have been issued on the occasion of 
her marriage to Alexander in A.D. 225. 

Pupienus, A.D. 238, AR antoninianus (4.81 gm.), Rome. IMP. CAES. PVPIEN. 
MAXIMVS AVG., his rad., dr. and cuir. bust r./PATRES SENATVS, clasped 

hands. RIC 11(b). Coh. 21. Very fine. 

Elected emperors by their fellow senators in opposition to the tyrant Maximinus, Balbinus 
and Pupienus reigned in uneasy harmony for just three months until their assassinations. 

Gordian III, A.D. 238-244, AE sestertius (20.72 gm.), Rome, A.D. 238/9. IMP. 

CAES. M. ANT. GORDIANVS AVG., his laur., dr. and cuir. bust r./FIDES MILI- 

TVM S.C., Fides Militum stg. 1., holding standard and sceptre. RIC 254. Coh. 88. 
Dark brown patina. Striking crack. About extremely fine. 

Maxentius, A.D. 306-312, AE follis (6.56 gm.), Aquileia. IMP. C. MAXENTIVS 
P. F. AVG., his laur. hd. r./CONSERV. VRB. SVAE, hexastyle temple of Roma, 
AGT in €x, RIC 12 fa, Cl. Cobs2 th, Extremely fine plus. 

Jovian, A.D. 363-4, AE 1 (29 mm., 8.57 gm.), Thessalonica. D. N. IOVIANVS 
P. F. PP. AVG., his diad., dr. and cuir. bust r./VICTORIA ROMANORVM, emperor, 

in military attire, stg. facing, hd. r., holding labarum and Victory on globe, -TESA- 

in ex. RIC 238. Coh. 23. Rare. Very fine plus. 
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Books are not sent on approval. Price may change without notice due to 

currency fluctuations. Retail clients are requested to send payment with 

their orders. Dealers and institutions will be invoiced. TO COVER 
POSTAGE AND HANDLING, PLEASE SEND $2.00 FOR THE FIRST 
TITLE AND $1.00 FOR EACH ADDITIONAL BOOK. California 
residents please add 642% sales tax. Only limited numbers of some titles 
are in stock. You will be notified immediately if your order cannot be 
filled within seven days. 

NEW FROM B.A. SEABY 

Kenneth Jacob, COINS AND CHRISTIANITY (1985). Throughout history coins 
have been used for celebration, proclamation and propaganda, and the force of 
Christianity has featured prominently on coinage all over the world. The author 

traces the connection of coins and Christianity back to pre-Christian Greek and 
Roman issues depicting deities. There is a wealth of allusions to coins in the Bible 

and New Testament, including the Tribute Penny and Judas Iscariots’ ‘thirty 
pieces of silver’’. Illustrations of 80 coins show the variety of ways in which Christ- 

ianity and its iconography have been depicted on coins. Hardcover. 

Frank Purvey, COLLECTING COINS (1985). The author approaches the hobby 
of collecting coins by telling the fascinating history of world coinage from its 
beginning in Asia Minor to the most recent issues, suggesting how to best start 

and look after a collection. The book deals with coins of different ages and coun- 

tries, suggesting thematic approaches. It also discusses tokens, counters, errors, 

freaks and forgeries as well as metal detecting and valuation, and incorporates 

150 illustrations. Hardcover. 

Peter Seaby, THE STORY OF BRITISH COINAGE (1985). The Story of British 
Coinage unfolds chronologically as the issues of each Monarchs’ reign are examined, 

from the earliest Celtic coins in the immediate centuries B.C. to the most recent 
issues of Elizabeth II. Included are chapters on the coinage of Scotland, Ireland and 
Britain’s offshore Islands, an extensive bibliography, and over 300 excellent coin 

illustrations at actual size, along with a selection of line-drawings and plates demon- 

strating the methods of coin production, old and new. Hardcover. 

STANDARD CATALOGUE OF BRITISH COINS, VOLUME I, COINS OF ENG- 
LAND AND THE UNITED KINGDOM (2\st edition, 1986). This new issue pro- 
vides completely updated valuations for the English series from Celtic coinage to 

Elizabeth II. The now familiar features of this popular handbook include every 
major coin type, revised valuations for two grades of preservation from the 7th 

century, and for three grades of preservation for coins of the 19th and 20th cen- 
turies. There are over 1,500 coins illustrated, with introductions to the coinage of 

each reign, details of mints, mintmarks and coin legends, including the latest issues 

of Elizabeth II. Hardcover. 
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NEW.-THIS FALL 

ANCIENT BRONZE COINS OF ASIA MINOR AND THE LEVANT, THE COL— 
LECTION OF HENRY CLAY LINDGREN, edited by Professor Lindgren and 
Frank L. Kovacs, and partially funded by the DeBellis Foundation (San Fran- 

cisco, 1985). The Collection is composed of 3,300 Greek and Greek Imperial 

coins, from the first issue in the 4th century B.C. through the late 3rd century A.D. 
The 230 page catalogue includes a 600 coin addenda with numbers incorporated 

into the text. There are 135 plates illustrating all of the coins, both common 

issues rarely illustrated elsewhere as well as those of great rarity. Approximately 
30 pages are devoted to indexing the coins by geographical areas, types and emp- 

erors. This 9 X 11 hardcover catalogue promises to be an excellent reference 
source for collectors. Limited printing. 

Publishers Listed Price 
Prepublication Orders Accepted, Postpaid (Through October 1, 1985) 

THE ARTHUR S. DEWING COLLECTION OF GREEK COINS, edited by Leo 
Mildenberg and Silvia Hurter (ANS, Ancient Coins in North American Collec- 

tions, No. 6, New York, 1985). Eleven noted scholars on the ancient Greek World 

have collaborated in producing this volume on the remarkable collection of Mr. 

Dewing, which reflects great strength in the coins of Sicily and in Syracusan Deca- 
drachms. The collection was on exhibit at the Fogg Museum, Harvard University in 

Cambridge, from April 19th through June, 1985. 2,970 coins are catalogued in 
this two-volume set (one text volume, one of plates), with five indices, and cloth- 
bound in a slip case. This is a very important addition to the series of collections 
in North America, which in recent years has included, COINS OF THE SELEUCID 

EMPIRE FROM THE COLLECTION OF ARTHUR HOUGHTON, ANAC NO. 5, 
and EARLY GREEK COINS FROM THE COLLECTION OF JONATHAN P. 
ROSEN, ANAC NO. S. All are available from Numismatic Fine Arts, Inc. 

THE DEWING COLLECTION TWO VOLUME SET 

Jean Babelon, CATALOGUE DE LA COLLECTION DE LUYNES, MONNAIES 
GRECQUES (reprint, Italy, 1977). A Collection of the Bibliotheque Nationale 

in Paris. Each volume includes an introduction, index of names, table of con- 
tents, French text. Beautifully bound in brown cloth with gold imprints. 

Volume I. ITALIE et SICILE. 281 pages, 56 plates. 
Volume II. GRECE CONTINENTALE et ILES. 163 pages, 32 plates. 
Volume III. ASIE MINEURE et PHENICIE. 165 pages, 27 plates. 
Volume IV. SYRIE, EGYPTE, CYRENAIQUE, MAURETANIE, ZEUGITANE, 

NUMIDIE. 137 pages, 36 plates. 

Limited stock, four volume set 

Alberto Banti, I GRANDI BRONZI IMPERIALI, Volume III/1 (Firenze, 1985), 
The newest catalogue in this important series will be available in late fall and 
orders are now being accepted. A selection of 700 types of sestertii and medal- 
lions minted by the emperor Marcus Aurelius and Faustina II are catalogued, 
approximately 300 of which are not in Cohen. 155 do not appear in RIC, and 

while 180 types are classified in BMC, 97 types are not, nor do 13 types of me- 
dallions appear in Gnecchi. 350 pages, abbreviations, provenances, references, 

Italian and English text with illustrations throughout. Hardcover. 
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Romolo Calciati, CORPUS NUMMORUM SICULORUM, THE BRONZE COINAGE 
(Mortara, 1985). Volume II: SYRAKOSAI-SYMMACHIA. 250 pages, over 1,750 

coins illustrated and catalogued, with 300 enlargements, text in English and Italian. 

As in Volume I, relevant information will be included on the Syracusan series, 

i.e., preface, index, abbreviations, maps, glossary and bibliography. Also weights, 

symbols, letters and monograms. Cloth cover. 

Volume I, THE COINS OF GREEK SICILY is still available. 

Each volume 

SCRIPTA NUMMARIA ROMANA, ESSAYS PRESENTED TO HUMPHREY 
SUTHERLAND, edited by R.A.G. Carson, Colin Kraay and Jose M. Trafford 
(England, 1977). A number of friends and colleagues have combined to produce 

this important volume of the following essays: 

Michael Crawford, TRADE AND MOVEMENT OF COINAGE ACROSS THE 
ADRIATIC IN THE HELLENISTIC PERIOD 

Daphne Nash, PLUS GA CHANGE: CURRENCY IN CENTRAL GAUL FROM 
JULIUS CAESAR TO NERO 

David MacDowall, THE ORGANIZATION OF THE JULIO-CLAUDIAN MINT 
AT ROME 

Colin M. Kraay, THE BRONZE COINAGE OF VESPASIAN; CLASSIFICATION 
AND ATTRIBUTION 

Phillip V. Hill, THE MONUMENTS AND BUILDINGS OF ROME ON THE COINS 
OF THE EARLY SEVERANS, A.D. 193-217 

R.A.G. Carson, MINTS IN THE MID-THIRD CENTURY 

C.E. King, DENARII AND QUINARII, A.D. 253-295 

J.P.C. Kent, URBS ROMA AND CONSTANTINOPOLIS MEDALLIONS AT THE 
MINT OF ROME 

Patrick Bruun, SITE FIND AND HOARDING BEHAVIOR 

Richard Reece, BRONZE COINAGE IN ROMAN BRITAIN AND THE WEST— 
ERN PROVINCES, A.D. 330-402 

Ian Stewart, ANGLO-SAXON GOLD COINS 

Jean-Baptiste Giard, IMAGES DE L’ANTIQUITE ROMAINE ET DE LA RENAIS- 
SANCE FRANQGAISE 

Cornelius Vermeule, THE IMPERIAL SHIELD AS A MIRROR OF ROMAN ART 
ON MEDALLIONS AND COINS 

Anne S. Robertson, THE CIRCULATION OF ROMAN COINS IN NORTH BRI- 
TAIN; THE EVIDENCE OF HOARDS AND SITE-FINDS FROM 
SCOTLAND 

Barbara Levick, CONCORDIA AT ROME 

250 pages, 24 plates, abbreviations, maps, graphs, indices, tables, numerous notes, 

bibliography. Oxford Blue cloth. 

Summer Special Price 
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Numismatic Fine Arts, Inc. extends an invitation to our clients to acquire three 

of the finest titles ever produced, DIE GRIECHISCHE MUENZE, ROMAN COINS 
and COINS, AN ILLUSTRATED SURVEY 650 B.C. TO THE PRESENT DAY, 
specially priced for a limited time only. 

P.R. Franke and M. Hirmer, DIE GRIECHISCHE MUENZE, featuring over 1,350 
of the most superb ancient Greek coins in private and public collections . All are 

beautifully photographed, many in color, with numerous enlargements. The 175 

page German text, and coin catalogue, are easy to follow with subtitles adjacent to 

the photographs. The coins are divided into sections on Sicily, Southern Italy, 

Greece, the Hellenistic monarchies, Asia and Africa. Included are indices of cities, 

districts, and ruling kingdoms, mythological references, rulers, dynasties and 

satraps, and concordances of museums with description numbers in text.Hardcover. 

J.P.C. Kent and M. Hirmer, ROMAN COINS, presenting over 1,000 years of Re- 
publican and Imperial coins, with 1,430 superb photographs, including a large 

number of enlargements. The introduction provides a fascinating account of the 

historical and cultural importance of Rome and its coinage. Included in the 368 

pages are 199 plates, imperial titles, the Roman emperors from Augustus to Ana- 

stasius, weights, metallic composition of coins, a select bibiliography, abbrevia- 
tions and index. Hardcover. 

The contents are divided into fourteen chapters: 

- The Roman Republic: From the Beginning to the Second Punic War 
I. The Second Punic War 

Ill. Hannibal to Caesar 

IV. Military Coinages and the Settlement of Augustus 
V. The Julio-Claudian House 

VI. The Last Age of Expansion: Vespasian to Trajan 
VII. The Philosopher Emperors 

VII. The Family of Severus 
IX. The Rule of the Generals 

X. The Empire Fragmented 

XI. The Empire Restored 
XII. Constantine the Great 
XIII. The Beginning of the End 

XIV. Decline, Fall and Change 

OUT OF PRINT 

COINS, AN ILLUSTRATED SURVEY 650 B.C. TO THE PRESENT DAY, pro- 
vides a unique record of man’s history and culture for more than 2,500 years. The 
design, metallic content, and distribution of coins are important to the historian, 

while the coins themselves are valued for their beauty and investment potential 
to collectors. With essays written by seventeen scholars and numismatic experts, 

and edited by Martin J. Price, Deputy Keeper of Coins and Medals in the British 
Museum, this volume is illustrated with more than 2,000 photographs, 80 in color, 
depicting the evolution of coinage. 320 pages, with a list of illustrations, biblio- 

graphy and index. This title is an excellent general numismatic production. Hard- 
cover and encased. 

SPECIAL OFFER THROUGH SEPTEMBER 1, 1985 ALL THREE TITLES FOR 
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Nis 

Francesco Gnecchi, I MEDAGLIONI ROMANI (reprint, Italy, 1977). This work, 
presented in three volumes, divides the medals by metal, and the bronzes are 

further divided by size. Volume I: ORO ed ARGENTO, 62 pages, preface, intro- 
duction, chart of allegorical personifications appearing on the medals of historical 
personages, general descriptions on metal contents. 84 page catalogue, 37 plates 

illustrating 205 gold medals and 213 silver pieces. Volume II: BRONZO, Part Ia, 
GRAN MODVLO. 159 page catalogue, 102 plates illustrating 946 medals, with 
descriptions and indices. Volume III: BRONZO, Part Ila, MODVLO MINORI. 

86 pages cataloguing the smaller bronzes of 86 emperors. Part IIa, MEDAGLIONI 
del SENATO. 113 page catalogue of medals bearing the inscription ‘S C’, minted 

under the authority of the Roman Senate. Included in Volume III are three charts 
showing the number of medals struck in all metals, indices, and 21 plates illustra- 

ting 327 pieces. All volumes are 8% X 12% inches, with dark blue covers and gold 

imprints. 

THREE VOLUME SET 

Dr. Jur. E.J. Haeberlin, AES GRAVE, DAS SCHWERGELD ROMS UND MITTEL- 
ITALIENS (reprint, Italy, 1976). In recent years there has been a marked increase 
of this bronze coinage appearing in major ancient coin auctions throughout the 
world. This title remains the most comprehensive standard reference for the Aes 
series, as noted in auction catalogues and other publications. NFA, recognizing 
important trends, has placed several of these two-volume sets in stock for our 
collectors. 

Volume I. 281 pages, 1 plate, forward, table of contents, German text, 
listed source of coins from public and private collections and numismatic 

dealers, extensive reference notes. 13% X 19% inches. 

Volume II. Hardcover folder, 13% X 19% inches, with 103 loose-leaf plates, 

illustrating 2,953 coins, virtually every type of Aes grave known. 

PLACE YOUR ORDER BEFORE SEPTEMBER 1, 1985 AND RECEIVE A $35 
DISCOUNT OFF THE REGULAR PRICE OF $225. $5.00 for postage and in- 
surance must be included with your payment. 

Colin M. Kraay, ARCHAIC AND CLASSICAL GREEK COINS (Berkeley, 1976). 
Now and again we like to remind our collectors of books that have been around 

for a while. This book is one of those very important references which may be 
overlooked in searching for new reading material, but which continues to provide 
the collector with the best scholarship on coinage up to the time of Alexander 
the Great. 426 pages, 64 plates illustrating over 1,100 coins from a wide range 

of public collections, with material on the development of Greek coinage begin- 

ning in the 7th century B.C. through the end of the 4th century B.C. Highly recom- 

mended by our numismatists. Hardcover. 
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Leo Mildenberg, THE COINAGE OF THE BAR KOKHBA WAR, TYPOS VI 
(Germany, 1984). Dr. Leo Mildenberg, long associated with Bank Leu: A.G. 
Zurich, Switzerland, is one of the most respected and knowledgable numismatists 
in this century. His latest work is a masterful reference on the Bar Kokhba War 
coinage, a project first undertaken over forty years ago, and which now incor- 
porates the latest scholarship in this coin series. 

In the 396 pages, with 17 text figures, 6,793 specimens and 602 die couples are 
catalogued. There are 44 excellent plates, 18 tables, select bibliography, die com- 
parisons, cutting dies, overstrikes, metals, legends, types, hoards, and coin struc- 
tures included. Also incorporated are discussions on the minting authorities, Jewish 
rebel coinage and reasons for the various coinages. 

Numismatic Fine Arts is pleased to place the highest recommendation for this 
volume to our collector-clients, as well as to numismatic libraries, universities 
and museums. 

FESTSCHRIFT FUER/STUDIES IN HONOR OF LEO MILDENBERG, edited by 
Arthur Houghton, Silvia Hurter, Patricia Erhart Mottahedeh and Jane Ayer Scott 

(Belgium, 1984). In recognition of the great contributions made by Dr. Leo Milden- 
berg to the fields of ancient art and numismatics, twenty-five contemporary schol- 
ars have banded together to produce this volume of essays. 297 pages, 43 excellent 
plates of coins and antiquities illustrating the essays, indices of personal names and 
place names, and of hoards and finds, and an acknowledgment of the many friends 
who sponsored this work. The many aspects of the classical world discussed here 
make this book fascinating reading. Cloth. 

Beatrice Teissier, ANCIENT NEAR EASTERN CYLINDER SEALS FROM THE 
MARCOPOLI COLLECTION (Los Angeles, 1984). The collection on which this 
authoritative treatise is written is unique for the history, beauty, importance, 

size and rarity of its artifacts. The author, who spent five years researching and 

writing this comprehensive, illuminating work, is to be commended for presenting 

an extraordinarily readable script. Published by Summa Galleries, Inc., a sub- 
sidiary of Numismatic Fine Arts, Inc., in conjunction with the University of Cali- 
fornia Press, the book has 840 pages, with 720 black and white illustrations, 2 
maps, abbreviations, chronological chart and bibliography. Hardcover with a lovely 
dust cover. 
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AUCTION XVI 
NOW ACCEPTING FINE QUALITY 

GREEK AND ROMAN COINS 
FOR 

CONSIGNMENT 

SCHEDULED FOR: 

NEW YORK CITY — DECEMBER 2, 1985 

Will Consider Single Coins and Collections 
CONSIGNMENT DEADLINE 

August 31, 1985 

Our auctions consistently achieve the highest 
prices for quality ancient coins 

SANTA BARBARA MUSEUM (1975) 
BOSTON MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS (1980) 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY (1984) 

(213) 278-1535 

P.O. Box 3788, 342 North Rodeo Drive, Beverly Hills, California 90212 


